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HS-ST3-1a Fuâmy'a Ruomâqi (Watcher
Stations)

The Fuâmy'a Ruomâqi Watcher stations are Poku Saeruo Degonjo defense outposts, where groups of HS-
AF1-1c Meqpâ'a Gulvisa (Prowler Fighter) are kept to defend the Sotâka Ruomâqi (World Station).

About the Fuâmy'a Ruomâqi

These silent sentries are posted within the Siama Rya (Soul of the Divine). They create a defense
perimeter, and maintain and protect the passage to the Sotâka Ruomâqi (World Station). There are
hundreds of them present in the Siama Rya (Soul of the Divine). Groups of them are positioned along the
pathways used by the clan, and others are scattered around the forming a defense network.

These facilities are armed and equipped with Gita'sai (squadron)s of HS-AF1-1c Meqpâ'a Gulvisa (Prowler
Fighter).

These bases are able to operate for six months without resupply. Most exterior areas are spartan with
only the necessities present. In the core where the crew live the amenities are more present, but it still
feels more like a starship than a station.

History of the Fuâmy'a Ruomâqi

The Fuâmy'a Ruomâqi were created centuries ago as an integral part of the defense of the Sotâka
Ruomâqi (World Station). The current stations range between 200 to 100 years old. They are kept in
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service by regular overhauls and upgrades at the Poku Movi Vamâqi (Clan Void Berth).

Appearance

The Watcher station is a flattened sphere that has the appearance of a yo-yo. The upper and lower
sections are curved and feature five weapons placed at strategic positions. The top section has fourteen
windows.

The launch bays and docking module are clearly visible in the center of the station.

Statistical Data

The following information provides specification and operating parameters for the station.

General

Class: Fuâmy'a Ruomâqi-class Nomenclature: HS-ST3-1a Type: Station Designers: Otâmovi Wiy Jael
(Silver Moon Sect) Manufacturer: Otâmovi Wiy Jael (Silver Moon Sect) on Poku Movi Vamâqi (Clan Void
Berth)

Dimensions

Length: 120 meters (393.6 feet)
Width: 120 meters (393.6 feet)
Height: 30.6 meters (100 feet)
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Decks: 7 (4 meters)

Propulsion and Range

Speeds

The Fuâmy'a Ruomâqi while capable of moving, does not do so often.

Tinvymai Tyokame (Plasma Drives)
Class 3C Maximum speed .35c (~104,927 kilometers per second) (~65,198 miles per second)
Tinvyma Movidoanor (Tunnel Drive)
Class D (Charge time: 30 min Mouth: 300 meters Distance: 15 LY)

The STL drives are only used for deployment of the station. Or to avoid collision with objects.

The Tunnel drive can be used to move the station, but is mainly used to provide a conduit for the fighters
to be launched through.

Durability and Maintenance

Service Lifespan: Estimated 20 years of constant use, possibly longer with refits.

Refit Cycle: Routine updates are done when returned to Degonjo Saeruo (Hidden Sun System) by the
Otâmovi Wiy Jael (Silver Moon Sect) at the Poku Movi Vamâqi (Clan Void Berth)

Inside the Fuâmy'a Ruomâqi

 The Watcher Station is designed for durability, and its
compartmentalized into three sections. The habitat area
which comprises the top section. The flight section which is
the center where the docking and launch bays are. Lastly
there is the support area where all the primary systems
operate.

Habitat

The Habitat consists of three decks and is broken down as follows.
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Deck One

There are three compartments on this level. The Daho'ka Ruo'sa (Battle Room), Anoka Ruo'sa (Shield
Room) and the Tâvygoa Ruo'sa (Fire Control). A corridor runs around the level, with two stair cases for
ascending and descending.

Deck Two

Jyaon Ruo'sa (Medium Bridge) is located at the center with a Jodau Ruo'sa (Brain Room) adjacent.
Wapoin'te Ruo'sa (Fitness Room), Wapoin Rou'sa (Medical Room). Giana Ruo'sa (Galley) Gianate Ruo'sa
(Eating Room) Gabofofi Ruo'sa (Scullery)

Four Uosme Wunyasa (Life Station) located at junctions. A corridor runs around the level, with two stair
cases for ascending and descending.

Deck Three

Living quarters are on this level. There are fifteen Âvona Uospa'te Ruo'sa (Two Person Room) arranged
along the outer edge. There are three Ta'a Uospa'te Ruo'sa (Leader Room) rooms. There are two Fofinor
Abuka (Communal Bath), and two Fofinor Hapu (Hand Baths).

A corridor runs around the level, with two stair cases for ascending and descending.

A Siama Ruo'sa (Divine Room) and a Vakâme Ruo'sa (Lounge) complete the space.

Flight

The flight area consists of a Bajao'te/Sumanâ'te Ruo'sa (Repair Fabrication Room), and three Ruonor
Gulvisa (Fighter bay). Each bay is capable of holding six fighters. The fourth tube is the docking arm
which features an oversize Niu'te Ruo'sa (Airlock). Which allows personnel and supply transfers. There is
an extendable docking module that allows it to mate with various designs. After the airlock a a pair of
Wuny Movi (Space Locker)s are located.

Support

The lower section is three decks high, and is divided into two sections.

The upper section is two decks tall and has the following compartments surrounding a central core.
Nyora'a Ruo'sa (Engineering), Damira Ruo'sa (Environmental Room), Kya Norjopa Ruo'sa (Water
Processing Room) there is a lift and ladders which allow the crew to move between levels.

This section also contains the Tinvyma Movidoanor (Tunnel Drive) and Tinvymai Tyokame (Plasma
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Drives).

The last deck is storage. It contains the Wunyli Gianaka (Fuel Storage) and Wuny-me Rousa'ka (Cargo
Hold).

Systems

Jodau Sumanâjo (Synthetic Brain)
Movi Geanme Tyokanorjopa (Quantum Foam Reactor)

Gean Norjopa (Generator)
Sumanâ-a Tyokanorjopa (Fusion Reactors)

Gean Norjopa (Generator)
Âmanus Tyokanorjopa (Anti-Hydrogen Reactor)

Gean Norjopa (Generator)

Tinvyma Movidoanor (Tunnel Drive)
Tinvymai Tyokame (Plasma Drives)
Gean Vymasa (Ion Thruster)

Udano Norjopa (Gravity System)
Kyafofi'a Norjopa (Water Purification)
Niufofi'a Norjopa (Atmosphere Systems)
Numvâ Norjopa (Waste System)

Facilities

Wapoin Rou'sa (Medical Room)
Daho'ka Ruo'sa (Battle Room)
Jodau Ruo'sa (Brain Room)
Anoka Ruo'sa (Shield Room)
Wuny-me Rousa'ka (Cargo Hold)

Quarters
Avona Uospa'te Ruo'sa (One Person Room)
Âvona Uospa'te Ruo'sa (Two Person Room)
Ta'a Uospa'te Ruo'sa (Leader Room)

Giana Ruo'sa (Galley)
Bajao'te/Sumanâ'te Ruo'sa (Repair Fabrication Room)
Vakâme Ruo'sa (Lounge)
Siama Ruo'sa (Divine Room)
Gianate Ruo'sa (Eating Room)
Damira Ruo'sa (Environmental Room)
Kya Norjopa Ruo'sa (Water Processing Room)
Nyora'a Ruo'sa (Engineering)
6 Ruonor Gulvisa (Fighter bay)
Wapoin'te Ruo'sa (Fitness Room)
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Crew

Station 50
Pilots 25

Weaponry

2 Akko Rotyka (Coil Cannon) 3 SDR (Dorsal and ventral mounted.
8 Âmanus Rotyka (Annihilation Cannon) 1-3 SDR
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